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I enjoy all aspects of my job, from structuring the narrative, to the technical aspects, 
such as multicam editing, audio mixing and colour grading.  In addition to the credits 
below, I have recently edited Premier League football highlights for IMG, the BAFTA 
Awards for Orange and most recently, Olympic highlights for LOCOG.   
 
Employment History:  
  
1997 - Present    Freelance Editor  
 
1995 - 1997    Senior Editor, Blue Post Production  
  
1990 - 1995   Senior Editor, AV Department  
  
1987 - 1990    Editor, TSI Video 
 
1985 - 1987    Edit Assistant, TSI Video    
 
1984 - 1985    Runner, TSI Video    
     
Credits: 
 
Geordie Shore – EP2 Series 5 – Lime Pictures/MTV 
Reality television Newcastle upon Tyne style, where quite literally anything can and 
often does happen.  Definitely not for the faint hearted! 
Executive Producer:  Amelia Brown 
Director:  Andy Cadman 
 
A Right Royal Year - 1 x 60 – Channel 5 
In this end of year royal extravaganza we relived, the Diamond Jubilee celebrations, 
the Olympics opening ceremony, along with the scandals generated by Harry’s trip 
to Las Vegas and Kate’s right to privacy whilst on holiday. 
Executive Producer:  Paul Compton 
Director:  Diccon Green 
 
The World’s Most Pampered Pets - 1 x 60 – Channel 5 
From cats and crocodiles, to puppies and pythons we see how the other half really 
live!  They dine on the finest foods, they dress in the finest clothes, travel in style and 
are waited on hand and paw.  These aren't Hollywood superstars; these are The 
World’s Most Pampered Pets! 
Executive Producer:  Paul Compton  
Director:  Jim Nally 
 
The Only Way Is Essex (Series 4 & 5 & 6) - Lime Pictures/ITV2 
TOWIE is a BAFTA winning dramality show based in Essex, which shows real people in 
modified situations, saying unscripted lines, but in a structured way.  Each episode is 
filmed just a few days in advance of broadcast and demands a fast-turnaround edit. 
Series Producer:  Duncan Wilson 
Edit Producers:  Andy Cadman/Craig Brooks/Nazleen Karim/Laura Walker 
 



Gold Rush (Series 2 Behind The Scenes) - 1 x 60 - Raw TV/Discovery Channel 
In this special, exclusive behind the scenes footage capturing the production of Gold 
Rush is revealed.  Four film crews spread over 600 miles, battle the wilderness in Alaska 
and the Klondike to film every twist and turn of the three mining operations. 
Series Producer:  James Bates  
 
Squeamish - 12 x 30 - Talkback Thames/Discovery Channel 
Focusing on the strange and potentially shocking habits and innovations of people 
around the world.  
Series Producer:  Jonathon Holmes  
 
Penn & Teller:  Fool Us - 7 x 60 - September Films/ITV1 
Hosted by Jonathan Ross, the show sees the masters of magic, Penn & Teller,  
throw the gauntlet to magicians and illusionists to perform their most baffling trick in 
the hope of fooling the world’s most famous magic double act. 
Executive Producer:  Peter Davey 
  
Supersize Grime - 6 x 60  - HCA/Channel 5 
Narrated by Neil Morrissey, Supersize Grime offered a fascinating insight into the art of 
extreme cleaning and the true horrors of grime prevention as tidying crews from all 
over Britain deal with all manner of big dirty jobs. 
Head of Production:  Hamish Rieck 
 
Fake Britain - 15 x 45 - Screenchannel/BBC 
From his 'Fake House' stuffed with counterfeit goods, presenter Dominic Littlewood 
reveals the true extent of forgeries, fakes and scams in the UK and the devastating 
effects these can have on the victims’ lives.   
Executive Producer:  Peter Lowe 
Director:  Rowland Stone 
 
Back On The Job - 4 x 60 - Zig Zag/ITV4  
Celebrities revisit their lives, as they knew it prior to success and fame.  Featured in the 
series were Christian O’Connell, Shane Lynch, Joe Swash and Shaun Williamson, who 
met and worked with former colleagues and bosses, who reveal what they were 
really like as they first ventured into the world of work.    
Director:  Robin O’Sullivan 
 
Sex Lessons - 10 x 30 - September Films/Channel 5 
Poking gentle fun at sex education, whilst also highlighting its importance, through a 
mix of interviews, saucy and funny adverts from around the globe and cringe-worthy 
clips of genuine sex education videos from the past. 
Executive Producer:  Peter Davey 
Director:  Emma Clarke 
 
Extreme Grimefighters - 2 x 30 - HCA/Sky  
Following council operatives in their personal quests to keep our nation clean and 
safe, whilst finding out how they got into their jobs and why they love them so much 
and how they deal with some of the disturbing things that they come across.  
Director:  Ben Gooder 
 
Xtra Factor Series 6 “Best & Worst Auditions” - 5 x 60 - Syco Talkback Thames/ITV2 
At the end of Series 6, I was invited back to edit these five one-hour specials of the 
very best and worst of the year’s auditions, along with some previously unseen 
auditions.  
Director:  Tom Davies 
 



Xtra Factor “Rewind” - 1 x 60 - Syco Talkback Thames/ITV2 
Made as a prelude to this year’s Series 6, Holly Willoughby took a trip down memory 
lane, looking back at the highs and lows of X Factor 2008. 
Director:  Tom Davies 
 
Tonight Special:  World’s Best Diet  - 2 x 60 - ITV1 
Two one-hour specials presented by Jonathan Maitland.  Cheryl Baker, Linda Robson, 
Darren Gough and Carole Malone embarked on a journey around the world, taking 
on local diets to find out which one is most likely to induce the most weight loss. 
Director:  Claire Burnett 
 
X-Factor & Xtra Factor Series 5 - Syco Talkback Thames/ITV1 & ITV2 
Working as part of a team of editors, I edited for both ITV1 and ITV2’s main outputs, 
specifically working on the boot camp and judges’ houses sections of Britain’s most 
popular television talent show. 
Director:  Tim Dean 
 
The Baron - 1 x 60 - Two Four/ITV1 
Malcolm McClaren, Mike Reid and Suzanne Shaw were uprooted from their celebrity 
lifestyles and transplanted to a remote Scottish fishing village, where they had to 
convince the residents that they had what it took to become their Baron. 
Director:  Maria Knowles 
 
Off The Record/Girls Aloud - 6 x 30 - Monkey Kingdom/ 
Channel 4 
An exclusive look behind the scenes of the private and professional lives of one of the 
UK's most talked-about pop groups.   
Director:  Vicky Crawley 
 
Don’t Move Improve - 2 x 30 - Shine/ITV1 
Home improvement show, in which experts assess people's houses and suggest ways 
to maximize their potential, from utilizing space to possible renovations.   
Director:  Alex Dundas 
 
Hider in the House (Series 1 & 2) - 30 x 60 - Atit/Eyeworks /BBC2 
Hider in the House is a multi award winning children's show.  With the help of one 
parent, the children attempt to hide a mystery celebrity from the other parent for two 
days in their house, while undertaking various challenges to win great prizes. 
Series Producer:  Iain Wimbush 
 
Saturday Night Lottery Show “Wright Around the World” - BBC1 
Ian Wright hosted the quiz in which six contestants vie for a round-the-world trip.  Plus, 
the all-important National Lottery draws. 
Director:  Duncan Wilson 
 
Watchdog - BBC1 
Watchdog, the show that battles to fight on behalf of people who often have 
nowhere else to turn and has an undeniable reputation for getting justice for its 
viewers. 
Various Directors 
 
Death Row Dogs - 1 x 50 - Raw TV/Virgin 1 TV  
This one-off special followed the cases of British dog owners, who are appealing 
against the destruction of their beloved animals and the wardens and policemen 
who are trying to rid our streets of dangerous dogs.  
Director:  Carla Francome 



Street Crime Live - 7 x 60 - North One/Channel 5 
A bold and exciting new crime-fighting programme, operating live every week, 
which put the viewer on the police frontline.  Presented by Donal MacIntyre, the 
series ran over seven weeks live on Five from cities across the UK with VT’s onlined by 
me in London. 
Series Editor:  Cari Rosen 
 
24 Hours with… Bobby Brown - 1 x 30 - Two Four Prods/Hideous Prods/ITV1 
Journalist Jamie Campbell spends a whole day in the company of a celebrity to gain 
an insight into their lifestyle and personality.  He began by meeting up with American 
singer Bobby Brown, discussing the star's tough upbringing, marriage to songstress 
Whitney Houston and his 'bad boy' image. 
Series Producer:  Steve Kidgell 
 
How to Blow a Billion - 15 x 30 - Visual Voodoo/Bravo 
Looking at the high-octane lifestyles of the world’s richest people, the programme 
showed the viewer what you could buy if you had more money than sense.  
Director:  Duncan Wilson 
 
Excess in the City:  Bonus Bonanza - 1 x 60 - Granada/ITV1 
Examining the lifestyles of the City workers, who share the £19 billion paid in annual 
bonuses each year.  Plus, an insight into the industries that cater for the new super 
rich, including private jet-hire companies and travel firms that arrange luxurious 
weekend breaks.  The programme also considers the impact of such bonuses on the 
rest of the working nation. 
Director:  Claire Burnett  
 
The British Comedy Awards - Michael Hurll Television/ITV1 
Annual awards’ ceremony, celebrating notable comedians and entertainment 
performances from the previous year.  Presented by Jonathan Ross.  
Director:  Ping Mudi 
 
The Race - 20 x 60 - ITV2 
Backpacking challenge show, in which inexperienced travellers are paired up in boy-
girl teams and hitch round the world in a quest offering a £50,000 prize for the winners.  
Presented by Keith Duffy. 
Series Director:  Martin Lord 
 
Shaker Maker - 8 x 30 - Princess Prod/BBC3 
Expert cocktail maker Ben toured around Britain meeting various people from vicars 
to naturists and taught them how to make cocktails with just the core ingredients 
found in their kitchen cupboards.  
Director:  Harry Bell 
 
Changing Lives - 13 x 30 - Tern TV/UKTV 
Presenter Natasha Stillwell visited residents of the Isle of Sky, who had swapped the 
normal everyday career ladder climbing lives on mainland Britain with all the modern 
conveniences and stresses, for an altogether more fulfilling existence away from it all 
on Sky.   
Director:  Harry Bell 
 
Fancy Me Island - 15 x 30 - Visual Voodoo/Bravo 
A summer holiday dating show from Ibiza, where young guys and gals had to 
compete on the beach, on the dance floor, well just about anywhere, to win an all 
expenses paid date.   
Director:  Viv Ellis 



She’s Gotta Have It - 1 x 60 - Talkback/Channel 4 
A Wedding Special to fire off a new series of the Friday night fashion show.  This 
Wedding Special took three couples with three different budgets for better and for 
worse, as they prepared for the big day. 
Director:  Harry Bell 
 
Cutting Edge:  An Impossible Job - 1 x 60 - Chrysalis/Channel 4 
Award winning fly-on-the-wall sports documentary about the then England football 
manager Graham Taylor, following his every move and witnessing the stresses of 
everyday life that came with the job.  
Director:  Ken McGill 
 
On Air Promo Credits: 
 
BBC Worldwide, Cartoon Network, MTV, VH1, Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, UK Gold, 
CBBC, Discovery Channel, Showtime. 
 
Reality Credits: 
 
The Farm - Endemol/Channel 5 
Space Cadets - Endemol/Channel 4 
Fool Around With My Girlfriend - Endemol/Channel 4 
The Fit Farm - Endemol/Channel 4 
Celebrity Scissorhands - Endemol/BBC3 
Big Brother - Endemol/Channel 4 
House of Tiny Tearaways (Series 1 & 2) - Outline/BBC3  
 
Online Pop Promo Credits: 
 
Oasis - Roll With It  
Black Grape - Reverend Black Grape 
James Brown - The Payback Mix 
The Lightning Seeds - Lucky You 
Bomb the Bass - Say A Little Prayer 
S'Express - Mantra For A State Of Mind 
Media Junkies - Man In The White Suit 
MN8 - Happy 
 


